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Preface:
The article discusses various refrigeration systems & differences
between, single stage and two stage operations, Single frame two
stage compressor intercooling systems, various methods of
interstage gas cooling, their advantages and drawbacks and the
performance comparisons.
Function of compressor in refrigeration system:
The function of the compressor in a vapour compression
refrigeration system is to draw the low temperature low pressure
saturated or superheated vapours from the evaporator and raise its
energy level so that it is able to reject heat to the cooling medium
which could be either first to water and then to atmosphere or
directly to atmosphere.
Since the heat always flows from high temperature to low
temperature, it is necessary to raise the energy level of refrigerant
beyond the condenser cooling water temperature in case of water
cooled systems or air temperature in case of air cooled systems for
rejecting heat.
Compressor does this function of raising energy level &is the most
important part in the refrigeration system, as it is the only moving
component in the system and is also most expensive equipment.
Compressor therefore needs to be protected since any fault
anywhere in the system finally results in malfunction or breakdown
of the compressor.
The problems which cause compressor malfunction/breakdown
are generally
1.

System contamination caused by dirt dust or other
materials coming from internals of piping, welding materials

2.

L i q u i d c o m i n g to c o m p r e s s o r d u e to f a u l t y
design/installation/operation of plant

3.

High operating temperatures beyond allowable limits
These conditions could be due to high superheat of gas at
the compressor entry, non condensable gases, high
discharge pressures, high compression ratios etc.

The compression ratio is defined as the ratio between absolute
discharge pressure and absolute suction pressure.
As the evaporator temperature/pressure decreases the
compression ration increases and therefore the discharge
temperature goes up.
While designing Industrial Refrigeration systems especially for low
temperature applications and using ammonia as refrigerant,
many times we come across a refrigeration system, where the
compression ratio exceeds 10 to 12 &it is then obvious that a two
stage system would be a better choice than a single stage system.
The manufacturer's capacity charts also prohibit use of
compressors beyond certain differencebetween saturated
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condensing temperature (SCT) and saturated suction
temperature (SST) or saturated evaporating temperature (SET)

High compression ratio causes
1.

Loss of efficiency

2.

High discharge temperatures

3.

Carbonization of oil&
lubrication

4.

Damage due to high bearing loads

5.

Excessive wear

viscosity reduction affecting

The table given below would show isentropic discharge
temperatures for various refrigerants currently being used at a
typical low temperature application say at -200C evaporating
and +400C condensing temperature

Cp/Cv at boiling point
Or at Atmospheric
pressure

Approximate
isentropic Discharge
Temperature DC

R22

1.236

75

R134a

1.154

55

R404A

1.166

58

R410A

1.244

70

R717 (Ammonia)

1.348

145

Refrigerant

Cp is specific heat at constant pressure
Cv is specific heat at constant volume
Cp/Cv is known as index of compression and generally
represented as 'Y'
As can be seen from above, for similar operating compression
ratio, Ammonia compressors will have higher discharge gas
temperatures compared to other refrigerants.
The maximum allowable discharge gas temperature is 1301400C with use of mineral oils for compressor lubrication. If the
isentropic temperature is exceeding this limit it is always
advisable to go for multi-staging. As a thumb rule if allowable
temperature difference between saturated discharge (SCT) and
saturated suction temperature (SST) is more than 500 C for
Ammonia and 700 C for R22 &-other refrigerants, it is advisable
to design two stage systems.
."'
Many compressor manufacturers also indicate I their published
ratings, allowable difference between saturated discharge &
suction temperatures, thus limiting use of single stage
compressor.
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kW/TR

System Type

Compressor
Model-RPM

Operating
conditions

Capacity-kW(TR)

Power
consumption-kW

Booster-low stage

KC4-650 RPM

-300C/-50C

100.56(28.59)

17.36

High stage

KC3-600 RPM

+400C/-1OOC

128.51

38.34

100.56(28.59)

17.36+38.34=55.7

1.948

101.08(28.74)

45.82

1.5942

Total
Single frame two stage

KC42-650RPM

+400C/-300C

We shall therefore now compare two stage system v/s cascade
system for identical conditions using ammonia refrigerant
We shall consider operating conditions as +400C saturated
condensing temperature and
-300C saturated suction
temperature and capacity as 1OOkW at -300C
For sake of comparison we shall consider two stage single from
KC42compressor so that cylinder ratio is 2:1 and therefore
idealwith system 'C' using open interstage cooling flash cooler.
For cascade system we require use of KC4 compressor as low
stage booster operating at -300C evaporating and -5.00C
condensing temperature

For high stage we shall select KC3 single stage 3 cylinder
compressor operating at +400C condensing and -100C
evaporating temperature .
T he heat exchanger would have thus 50C TD (LlT)
CONCLUSION:
1.
The power consumption per ton is lower with single frame
two stage compressor than cascade system, the reason
being cascade system has inefficiency due to additional
heat exchanger working as condenser for low stage and
evaporator for high stage
2.

The power consumption is nearly 22% higher than two
stage compressor with open flash cooler

3.

T he booster high stage cascade system requires total 7
cylinders of same swept volume as against 6 number for
two stage compressor

This table however would not lead to the conclusion that two
stage system is always a better alternative. Designers who have
gone for cascade system have never regretted the choice, it has
obvious other advantages which are not possible with two
staging such as easier oil management, simplicity in design,
independent circuits, flexibility of compressor types and
selection of different refrigerants as well as selecting optimum
intermediate pressures I temperature levels.
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